Abstract. Appearance description is a relevant field in computer vision that enables object recognition in domains as re-identification, retrieval and classification. Important cues to describe appearance are colors and textures. However, in real cases, texture detection is challenging due to occlusions and to deformations of the clothing while person's pose changes. Moreover, in some cases, the processed images have a low resolution and methods at the state of the art for texture analysis are not appropriate. In this paper, we deal with the problem of localizing real textures for clothing description purposes, such as stripes and/or complex patterns. Our method uses the entropy of primitive distribution to measure if a texture is present in a region and applies a quad-tree method for texture segmentation.
Introduction
In many applications, it is required a proper object description to enable recognition and/or classification. When the object is mainly a person, such description is related to the appearance and can be used to solve the people re-identification problem, very common in domain such as surveillance. There are many cues that can be used to perform re-identification; an approach could be to focus on the face and use facial features. However, this approach requires the face is adequately visible, and this is not the general case. Moreover, face descriptors are generally affected by pose and illumination changes so that the re-identification should be performed by using also other cues, i.e colors and textures in clothes.
Indeed, in case of people re-identification, clothing has an important role particularly when it presents some evident texture; e.g. "a person wearing a shirt with white and red stripes". Intuitively, an appearance description aiming to capture such properties would be more discriminative than a simple bag of words [7] color description.
In the following we describe a method to discover "salient" structured areas in an image of a person that can be interpreted as "texture" characterizing person's clothing. Persons' clothing can be described by their colors and characteristics such as stripes, text and, broadly speaking, textures. To describe these kinds of properties, features robust to illumination changes should be used. For detecting texture we employ edge-based primitives, as they tend to be invariant to illumination. We use an approach inspired in some respects by the method of Kadir and Brady [15] for salient point detection. As we will explain later, we use an entropy based approach for detecting both the scale and the area of the texture in the object instance. In the method of Kadir and Brady, a strong response was obtained for textured areas that would result in false salient points; what was a limitation of their method is an advantage: for detecting interesting regions on a person's clothing that can ease object instance discrimination, the saliency measure is helpful, in the sense that a texture can be interpreted as a salient region; for example, considering a flat region, that is an area where no texture is present, a textured area would be salient inside this region.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present related works and discuss important applications for the proposed method. In Sections 3 and 4, we present our method and discuss implementation details. In Sections 5 we present experimental results we got on a publicly available dataset and comparison to a method at the state of the art [16] . Finally, in Section 6 we present conclusions and future directions for our work.
Related Works
Appearance descriptors have an important role in establishing correspondences in multi-camera system to perform consistent labeling [6] . In [23] , each object is represented as a "bag-of-visterms" where the visual words are local features. A model is created for each individual detected in the site. Descriptors consist of 128-dimensional SIFT vectors that are quantized to form visual words using a predefined vocabulary. In [18] , appearance is modeled as bag of words in which a latent structure of features is recovered. A latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) machine is used to describe appearance and discover correspondences between persons' instances.
The person re-identification task is not restricted just to video-surveillance systems but it is a recurrent problem in multimedia database management. A particular case is, for example, photo collection organization. In such application, Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) techniques and face features can be integrated in a probabilistic framework to define clusters of photos in order to ease browsing the collection [1] . In some works [5, 9, 19] , once the face is detected, the region under the face is used to compute information about the clothing of the person. In [21] , face and clothing information are used for finding persons in many photos. First, a hierarchical clustering method is used for finding the set of persons whose face was detected in the photo sequence. Then, a clothing model is estimated for each person and used to recover mis-detected person's instances.
There are other applications for texture detection and recognition in clothing. Recently, in [24] a new method for clothes matching to help blind or color blind people has been presented. The method handles clothes with multiple colors and complex patterns by using both color and texture information.
In [8] , the focus is on learning attributes, which are visual qualities of objects, such as red, striped, or spotted. To minimize the human effort needed to learn an attribute, they train models from web search engines. Once a model is learnt, it is capable of recognizing the attribute and determine its spatial extent in novel images. However, it seems impractical to enumerate all the possible kinds of textures that can arise in images. We believe, instead, the problem should be addressed at a lower visual level.
Texture detection and description are relevant problem, and a huge literature exists on the subject. Some works concern about texture detection for object segmentation [4, 25] and classification [20] . A common problem when working with texture is the scale selection [17, 13] . A texture can be detected and described by local properties and a proper neighborhood must be chosen. In particular, in [13] an approach based on the entropy of local patches is combined with a measure of the difference between neighboring patches to determine the best textel size for the texture.
In [16] , a method to detect and localize instances of repeated elements in a photo is presented. Such elements may represent texels and the method is meant to detect repeated elements such as stripes in person's clothing. In this work, we consider a similar application. We use a multi-scale approach to find the best scale at which a texture can be detected. Texture is localized by using the entropy of some primitive and is segmented by a quad-tree strategy.
Problem Definition
Many definitions have been proposed for texture: Haralick [12] defines a texture as an organized area for which it exists a spatial distribution of a "primitive" defining some sort of ordered structure [22] . For Gibson, a texture is a characteristic based on which an area can appear as homogeneous [10] .
The main goal in this work is to detect a predominant and well visible texture -for example, text or stripes on clothing -that can be used for describing the person appearance. Methods in literature, as for example [11] , are not completely suitable for our application as they are generally conceived for high resolution images; moreover, generally objects are moving and undergoing articulated deformations so that fine details are not generally distinguishable and only rough texture can be discriminated.
Many methods for texture detection consider properties about the pixel intensity [13] or try to recognize specific patterns that can arise. However, the kind of textures we are interested in can be generally detected by exploring color organization with particular attention to their structure repeated over the space. As also proposed in other works [4] , this structure can be highlighted, for example, by the edges in the image; therefore, an analysis of the detected edges can put in evidence some properties of the texture itself. Other properties can be explored too, as in the case of Law's energy measures where the basic features are: the average gray level, edges, spots, ripples and waves [2] .
To segment a textured area, we need to measure how much a certain pixel belongs to a texture. This problem is strongly connected to the ability to detect the texel and the natural scale of a texture [22] . For natural scale we mean the smallest size of the structure (texel) that can be spatially replicated to reproduce the texture itself [22, 2] .
In our approach, we use the entropy of a certain primitive to automatically detect the scale to use for segmenting the texture; then we use a split and merge approach for localizing and segmenting the texture.
Texture Detection
Detecting a texture requires reference to local properties measured in a suitable neighborhood. The size of this neighborhood is related -but not necessary equal -to the natural scale of the texture. In our approach, the scale of the texture is related to the size of the neighborhood that permits to have the best texture detection. To measure the presence of a texture, it makes sense to look at the local disorder measured for each pixel in an appropriate primitive space with respect to flat and ordered area. The most natural way is to use the entropy of these primitives; intuitively, the entropy will be maximum in textured areas. Other approaches in literature use the entropy for detecting the texture, as for example in [13] , where the entropy is combined with other measures to detect textured area based on pixel intensities.
Given the probability distribution P for a set of N primitives, the entropy E is defined as:
Algorithm 1 summarizes the general framework we used for detecting pixel candidates to belong to a texture. In general, for each possible scale, we compute pixel per pixel the local entropy by using the statistic of the selected set of primitives in a suitable neighborhood. Points belonging to a texture have a very high entropy that decreases when the area becomes more and more flat. To segment the textured area, we take into account the spatial distribution of the pixels in the image: pixels near and with high entropy are much more probable to belong to a textured region.
Primitives for Texture Detection
The method described until now is quite general and applicable to different kinds of features as, for example, Gabor filters, Law's energy measures or features based on Local Binary Pattern [20] . In this paper we use as primitive the orientation of the edges, even if any other primitive could be used.
Algorithm 1 Scale and Texture Detection
;(x + s, y + s))} compute entropy E(x, y) of the primitive probability distribution in N end for apply split and merge algorithm on matrix E to detect textured area store area corresponding to maximum average entropy (M AE) store M AE end for select scale s corresponding to maximum M AE select the textured area corresponding to s
Algorithm 2 Computing Edge-based Primitives
apply Canny detector to compute edges in the image discard edges in flat area by applying an adaptive threshold on local standard deviations set orientations to 0 for all pixels in the image for each pixel on an edge do compute orientation, assign a value in [1, 5] depending on the estimated direction end for for each pixel (x, y) do compute orientation histogram in Neighborhood N = {(x−s, y −s); (x+s, y +s))} end for return as Primitives the orientation histograms As we already said, a texture can be detected by analyzing properties of the detected edges. A texture is characterized by the presence of an organization/structure that can be detected considering the orientations of its edges. For each pixel on an edge we compute the orientation and then we quantize it so to consider only 4 predominant orientations: horizontal, vertical and obliques (that is ±45deg). Orientations are computed by using the gradient components of the gray level image. Algorithm 2 reports the pseudo-code for the extraction of this kind of primitives. Not all the detected edges belong to a texture but some of them are in flat areas, in correspondence to wrinkles in the clothing or self-occlusions of the person. To improve the edge detection, we filter them to remove edges in areas with homogeneous colors. The remaining edges are then used to compute the statistic of the orientations in a local neighborhood. The size of this neighborhood is related to the scale s the texture is detected to. Given a neighborhood and the orientations of the edges in it , we computed an histogram of 5 bins: 1 for counting pixels in flat areas, and 4 for considering the orientations of the edges within the neighborhood. Based on this histogram, for each pixel we computed the entropy associated to the pixel within a neighborhood of size 2 · s (the scale).
Texture Segmentation
We segment the textures by a split and merge approach to construct a quad-tree. For splitting, we consider how much homogeneous each quad is and we used the local standard deviation of the entropy assigned to each pixel as metric. The minimum quad size during decomposition has been set to 8 × 8 pixels, while the threshold on the standard deviation has been set to 0.1.
For the merging step, instead, we merge all the neighbor quad regions that have similar entropies. In this case, the threshold has been set to 0.3. The success of the merging step depends strongly on the order with which the quads are merged together. We start the merging phase from the quad presenting the highest entropy.
For selecting the correct scale, we considered the neighborhood size that gives the best texture representation, that is we choose the scale corresponding to the maximum average entropy in the detected area. At the selected scale, we consider the region with the highest entropy, and we apply a threshold τ E to determine if such region can be classified as texture. Fig. 1a shows an example with an artificial texture where each quad is 10 pixel large (so that the natural scale should be 20 pixels). Figure 1b shows how the expected entropy in the textured area varies with respect to the scale. As the figure shows, the entropy has a periodic trend depending on the scale of the texture. The selected scale is chosen to be the first peak.
In real case images, however, the trend of the entropy is not so regularly periodic because of the noise in the images, and the deformation to which primitives generally undergo due to different orientations and person's pose. In this case, we consider the scale corresponding to the maximum value of the entropy. Fig. 2 shows two examples of texture detection on surveillance data. The goodness of the detection strongly depends on the operator used for the edge detection and the filtering step. In our implementation, we computed edges by considering the maximum response of a Canny detector applied to each color channel. Filtering was performed discarding all the edges in color flat area. This area were determined by looking at the maximum local standard deviation of the channel intensities in a neighborhood of size 5 × 5 pixels. We applied a local threshold to maintain all the edges having standard deviation in the 65% confidence interval. In our implementation, the threshold τ E on the entropy has been set empirically to 0.4.
Implementation Details
Performance of the multi-scale approach has been considerably improved by using integral images when computing the histogram for each orientation. In our experiments, when a texture is detected, the corresponding scale changes according to the distance of the object from the camera; we noted that in sequences of frames, it is possible to track the scale itself. In this case, once a scale is detected, the corresponding value may be used as prior for the next frame to process so that not all the range of possible values for the scale is spanned but only those values in a neighborhood of the prior scale value, speeding up the computation.
We also note that the texture detector fails when there are too strong features in the image not related to a texture, for example when there are too evident wrinkles in clothing or a cluttered background, and the filtering step is not able to classify the area around the edge as homogeneous. Another case of failure arises, of course, in case the edge detector fails. 
Evaluation
We tested our method on a publicly available dataset [9] . To measure the performance, we randomly choose a subset of images. For each image, we detected the face and considered the region under the face as possible clothing region. We considered a subset of 50 persons. Of these images, 16 did not have any textured region in the clothing, while the remaining 34 had. For each image, we manually detected the region corresponding to the texture in the clothing (see fig. 3 ). As the detection method works on local properties, we measured the performance by dividing the image in sub-windows (blocks) of 30 × 30 pixels. For each block, we computed the balanced accuracy defined as:
where T P , T N , F P , and F N are true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative respectively. This performance measure treats both classes (the positive and the negative ones) with equal importance [3] , and it is particularly appropriated in our case as we want to measure the ability to correctly classify a pixel as belonging to a texture or not.
We considered correctly classified a sub-window for which the balanced accuracy was greater than a threshold τ a and, for each image, we measured the ratio of the correctly classified blocks over the total number of sub-windows.
For comparison purposes, we tested our method against the one in [16] . This method is conceived to detect and group repeated scene elements representing complex patterns or stripes from an image. First, the method detects interesting elements in the image by analyzing the structure tensor; such candidates are matched against their neighbors estimating the affine transform between them. The elements are grown and iteratively grouped together to form a distinctive unit (for more details, refer to [16] ). In Fig. 4 , the graph shows the curves of Fig. 4 : Comparison between our method and the one in [16] . the average classification rate over the whole dataset for different values of the threshold τ a for our method and for the one in [16] . τ a = 1 represents the ideal case the texture is always correctly detected and in such a case our method shows a classification rate of about 64% while the other method has a classification rate equals to 51.3%. For a balanced accuracy of about 80% (τ a = 0.8), our method shows a classification rate of 79.27% while the other method has a classification rate equals to 61.5%. In comparison to [16] , our method presents an higher specificity and showed to be more robust when detecting text and complex patterns. The method in [16] suffers from the fact that the scale is not automatically detected and it is unable to detect those regions where the texel size is large. On the contrary, in our method the scale is automatically detected by evaluating the entropy as already explained in section 4. Fig. 5 shows an example of results we got by applying our method. As the figure shows, the method can be sensitive to the background (see second image in the figure). However, this problem could be limited using proper algorithm to detect persons. In surveillance application, background suppression could be adopted. In photo collections, the method in [9] can be used to approximate the clothing region, then our method can be used to find the textured area. 
Conclusion and Future works
In this paper, we proposed a new method to detect textured area in clothes region. Our method computes the predominant orientation in a neighborhood for each pixel and uses entropy to capture the disorder associated to such a primitive distribution. A split and merge approach is then used to segment the textured area. Our method is able to capture 2D structures representing complex (i.e. text) or regular patterns (i.e. stripes) in clothing regions. We deal with the problem of selecting the scale of the texture automatically by adopting a multi-scale approach and using the entropy as measure of the goodness of such selection. In future works, we will study how the entropy distribution can be used also for description purposes and if it is possible to use it to perform classification. We will also study techniques for fusing color and texture information to enhance person re-identification by using probabilistic frameworks.
